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A methodology for evaluating a large scale C3 system is developed. The first step of
this methodology consists of a procedure for evaluating a system using a simple model of
it. The second step consists of an algorithm aimed at determining the smallesj number of
experiments that will enable one to evaluate the effectiveness of an actual C3 system or
testbed.

This methodology is applied to an abstracted version of an actual air defense system: a
mathematical model of this system is presented and the system is evaluated on the basis of
this model. The experiment design procedure is assumed to have been implemented and
data produced; it is then shown how the actual system would have been evaluated based
on these data.
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MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS AND C3 TESTED VORIENTSO

Philippe I.F. Martin Alexander H. Levis

TSI, AMX-APX IAoaryfar Information and
78013 Versailles -io ste.MI
FRANCE CambrdgeMA,

ABSTRACT IL SYSTEM EFFECIWENEss ANALYSIS

A methodolog yfor evaluating alarge scale C3 system is Let usconsidera atU wich represeiits theuniiverse: u
developecd. The first step of this methodology consists of a will be called the universal UeL It may contain a Veat diversity
procedure far evaluating a system using a simple model Of it. Of eerits Such as physical entities daon bane. or doctrines. A
The second step consists of an algorithm aimed at determining oil is defined to be a Particular desired state of the universe U.
the smallest number of experiments at will enable one to Oypica goals an: to produce datso transmit information, or
evaluate the effectiveness of an actual CTsystem or tes'.be& to defend one's assets. A system S is defined to be a st of

element of the universe. U that act together by exchanging
This methodology is applied to an abstracted version of an actual ado (connectivity) lowat the achievement of a partiular
air defense system: a mathematical model of this system is pal Toe set S is a subset of U. An element u of the univers is
iP esen 4 and the system is evaluated on the basis of this model. included in the txidronmenI E if and only if u does not belong to

Teexperiment design procedure is assumed to have been S AMd the systm can so upon a. and u can ast upon the system
jnnemented and data produced. it is then shown how the actUR] The context C then is defined as the complement of the set

system would have been evaluated based on these dat. S u.. E in the universe ("%/ dm th e union of two set&, and

1. INTRODUCTION "VtN" their intersection). With these three definitions one can
easily deduce die following properties:

(2A major focus of the research in Commtrand and Control
C) is the need to assess quatitativily the utility of Command. U-SuEuQC SriEwo. Sn, -o. E-iCuo (1)

Contro, and Communications (C ) systems. Over the past
decade. methodologies have been proposed that provide system The term "sione designates the task the system has to
developers with powerful tools for evaluating; the effectiveness perform. It is the particular state of the environment that has to
of systems [Mishan 1976, Dersin and Levis 1981, White 1985]. be achieved by the system. The missio dependi on the system
All these methodologies assume that experimental data can be "Hnsadered for instance, the mission of a C-1 system is to
gathered for the system to be evaluated& provide Adequate' Information to effectors on the basis of the

A new problem arises when very large scale economic, data it receives from the sensors.
social or military systems are considered because it is often not
possible to run a large number of experiments and collect all the Ponswaeters are the independent variables in system

data necessary to carry out the assessment. A common appoac a sem titreo
to analyse and evaluate system design is to build a test bied vledtriestmbhaorad pciy itmsrcue

which provides the developer with the ability to consider many They awe &Ano.d within the system bonar.nvionent or

different configurations of the samte system and with a means to context parameters refer to the independent variables that

Ngather data on these configurations in order to evaluate them. describe the environment or the context.
However, for each configuration of the system. one must designMasrs.?efmnc (Os)re esube

expeimets t ru inorde toobtan dta.quantities that describe system properties or attributes. Their

In response to this need, a methodology is presented in this Zu epen on te asof the ruu ttcacere
paWer it ams at the design of experiments to ran on a system so sh yzm h niomn the context. The system
that the effectivenness of any configuration can be evaluated, measures of Peomance vary in M. a subset of Rn where n is
This methodology draws on the framework Amrs *eoe y te number d MOf. Sice te parameters art constrined to be

Dersin and Levis (1981). and then applied to Csystems by nasbe fR hr s h ibro aaees n

Bouthonnier (1984). and Cothier (1936). The method of isaf f eea paamtes on caeise achppn
analysis used is based on relafin; th performa&=inti of severale 11011 pmmms ne MO n dpeie ahi mapping

dreurmnsof the missio is has the pfulfills.hebO' pc hs apigi
requirements~~~QZ e~ do3I, "sU~t WWcrisdb inllgt esm (or by miigsmulations)

for different muasets and different aluesu oft System
___________~-- -p mes inorder so passteacbe MOP values, The

*This work was conducted at the MIT Laboratory for sat of tsreachable MOPvalus is the syssm locale Ls (Fig I)
Information and Decision Systems with support provided by the
French Delepation Generale pour l'Armement and with partial
supa poie by the Joint Directors of Laboratories through 1  t L)1
the Offficeiof I;aval Research under Contract N~o. .-

N14145-K-0782. I A.
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Ili For a Sime sYu-m. oe can define may different MOEs
veranter met Pnoe rersnaefbecve m Various~v Standpoints: These

Fig.1 Sste Lous ~s .MOE Le EIE2,.Epbe the partial
Fig. I SytemLocusMOE$ for& aOven sYm. Dekau f168) bes shown that, wder

The isson he sste ha to chive s deine by certain conditions, than exists a real valued function, a utility
reurmns in the MOP space. These requirements anred hc scnauydeedn nteE.LtUb

obtined y running models. gams or plans for different such function asking values batween 0 and 1:
contexts and for different mission parameters, In order so
enable one to compare the mission and the system, the 10.1Jp . 10.1)
requirements must be expressed in term of the MOPs defined for
the system: the mission MOPs (expressing the mission E I 12.....Ep - > UCE.2..p
requirements) must be the same as the system Mops
(expressing the system capasbilities). The set of MOP values that then the global maasime of effectiveness can be taken to be

ud*themisionrequirements constiutes the mission locus U(E 1.E2.....Ep).

71e Symm Effsivenass Aalyismtodologypeend
3 lussi.. lous in des Saction is Waad now t design, no'anI so run on large

sene- ymam@ an thee hu sya my be g svd
m.L E30TRD4I4T DION FOR LARGE SCALE SYSTEMS

To desarmias the syma loces et a large scale system
requires. in pawaal, epming the atm on mae ely larw

ma uostof pu r alus e= ponuepmtda
_______________________ thsuatianpoves maa ~ amoala ony amall set of

U ampenms so ha rm on the "ym the moim; small number
FiS.2: Mission locus of experimental values wil be cembised with the results

ebtaieedfm -a0 lnba mical modal ofthlesystem oSonie Measures of Effecriaeuess (MOE$) can be derived ore mact the system locu of the actual system.
from the comparison of the two loc Ls and I.. Qualitatively,
the gymne the intersection of the two loci, the mere effective the A -8pi-ilad inthescal model of the actuial system is
system is. If V(L) is a measure on the locus L (Fil.3). one can Ika maF a this oda .8h aunedbampu
define the following MOEs: bom the pa W" metar apace mote OP ae'wo mappnip.

and 00ensaquantly two loci ma be Fea -*'I.s Fimss, Ubn e
mamadoal moda Y. the Iuu apma a bepa = 111

El V(Ls n' LmVV 1.5) (2) the "Now" ro w locus. DN Seod the qeua sy .if it could
E2 - V(Ls n LMVV(Lym) h3 e exerasid for all the values of the parameter apace. would

yield the 'actual" system locus (File4). Since the model is a
wher E~is he dcre towhih th sytemcapailiiesare simpled one, the model locus is a rough approstuaaon of thewher Elis he egre towhih te sstemcapbiltie am actual locus.

inchled in the mission locus (it measures how well the system Ansel Locos noel kacas
capabilities are used for the mission considered) and E2 is the L
degre to which the mission locus is coveted b% the system (it is'2 M
the degree of co%,ense of the mision bY the sYstem)se Ic I I f

The important fact in the passag-e from an MOP so an MOE rv~
is the consideration of requirementsi In the absence of
requirements, the system locus cannot tell how effective the ~I

1yer acayi

P~oe cr Space pt

PiA AmActuand Model Systm Loc

e W u % .*. .. . . . . . . . 1



Sim the objectve is to determine the actual locus. the key can a Mans for Choosing among =nY possibl -Morever.
idea is to obtain the model locus, and a few points of th actual the algorithm is designed in such a mannmer that it guaranitees
locus, wAt to determine a mapping -r-that transorim the model o wbeicue i in the of nallwal 1wP mee values of
locus jamO the actual locus in the MOP space. Wtgthis maping.
the actual locus can be obtained indirectly: if "A is the actual th sysai (parameiter locus): therefore a real experiment can be

sepn f rom the parameter space into the MOP space, then coidcad at this poramer value [Marvin 1966].
wherem -o" denoes the composition of two functions

(Fig.5). With this algorithm. only a few points belonging to the Since the single stage algorithm geneally yields an
actual locus, and therefore only a few experiments will be approximation of the MOP value one wants to reach, a second

stp in the procedure is to iterate the single stage algorithm until
necessary to evaluate the locus of the actual system and the difee between dwdeudvo nd tecomptted value
evetually the effectiveness of this system On FigS5 the actual is small enougjh for the Application at hanid. Therefore, this

mpigA is denoed (A a ToO) to emphasize the fact thart invasion algorithm provides a Amn to find a pearmeter value
cnobeobtained directly but only as a cnps o of and T. suc dthesmle mathematical model fr when applied to

Since fisaseste to be known, the focus of the reaniung pant this paaee value will yield a point in the MOP space
of this section is the determination of T. abiaully closew to a d IedMOP value.

L (Model Locus) B.Eaelmnai desig"n

f Afl applying the invasion algorim a veco p has been
obtained suc that 344Wp; the ero in die demination of j is
assumed so be so smal as to be neglgible. To determine what

Parameter the actual systm locus looks like, we will choose a small
Locus Tnumber of desired points in the MOP space (Ad). For each of

these points, with the inversion algorthm, we will find a
paramese vector such that &da f~m). Cht an expeniment will
berun on the actual sstm a this pm Ir vecl.eo uom

(A -Tof) ofshe expermnwill be apont inte MOP spae. Sincet&be
simplifie modal and the actual Syste om close but not equal,

L. (Actual Locus) the values e and ji w going to be different (Flg.6).

Fig.S5 Deterination of the actual mapping

A. Inversion algorithm

This sub-section provides a brief description of an . l(re
inversion algorithm. The purpose of this algonthm is as follow: Id (sethatscail
for a given value in the MOP space. find a value in the p.miee aedel)
space that yields through r' the desired value in the MOP 2
space. The algorithmn must determine whether "r' can be
invsred at aspecific MOP value, and if it Cani, the algoih A Will 1
yield a parameter vector (which may not beunique)
coomsponding to the desired MOP value.

A system with mn MOPs (xifi- I.... m) and a parameters
I pjlu!. is considered. generally'. n andm we not equal. If
-r is the mapping from the parameter space into the MOP desired Ij1, !LI~ 1 2!!.!L,
space thean &-fip). where & and M are column vectors.I 11 0 is of. Is*
an initial combination of parameters, the corresponding point in
the MOP space is io-fwjo) So wiall be called a "basic operating Fig.6 Mathematical and Experimual Mop values
poit. One is interested in reaching a desired MOP value jd

withAd a o + A one hasto find psuch that A(so An With db prMMafrs 1fmecheild Pont ledin th

&d Model locu. there will be 0 inRuIponding point in the actu&:
The first step is to determine a sml aainAlaon locus; so agivn etat po sth oeouswil mrespond

90a ort of Points in the Actua locus. The only avilabl informaton
ceasap c dug to a am"l desired varition AS aound Ao. Since f for selecting the poisad is is he sm lous obtned fom the

is generally non-anverable. one has to find on algorithm that tbmucal model. With the mappin f. on can easily
dem unsAP n oderso arr ou ths frstsup f s asum d etermine this locus. Siame afe is intereaged inhavuaf a
detrmiesIp n ode socary ut hisfa~t tep fis ssued selection of POins tha ropmenss the momir locos s M to

to be differentiable at R - Ino ,and a singular value same pens or togiou, the PDOU that will be chosen must be
deopstion of a linear approximation of 'f aod k~ is db all ove the lacu. A simle waytwo~se a nunal

number of Points that a represtasive of the locu is 1o
used [Marsan 1986] The algorithm provides a mans to Wicie ti ame -i moal 1NIMm aaulipa pipeI, and to
determine whether a small variation A can be found. and if it choose the Suigmy Points; the two imma ose is shown

in Fag.7. The proedure is given atil 110i (Martn 19861).

-V9



This method for choosing the points (&&j) in the model We can itfrpret A as die trmnfomation Tof that maps theparameter locus into the actual system locus This mappns is
locus is root only sicp; it is the one that allows one to seec t atoucmeo a mathematical mode combine with tsmaill
minimum number of points for looking at the whole locus ( 2n nu1 e of expeimental values that one can usually afford to run
points will be selected where n is the dimension of the MOP On th acua Ssitem. It should be noted at thai point that, if the
space) (Martn 1986]. actual Sstem Could be exercised for all the values of the

parameter locus, it would probably yield an actual system locus
C Reconstitution of the actual system locus "'gwy tifiet ham the one obtained at the end of thi section;

given the exPerimeAza Conisaints. the actual locus obtained
We now have all the tools required to select a small nube with AmTof is ibe best ofthe actual system locus r'

of points in the actual locus, and to compute the mappin T that dka wol be obtaind rati any"xeiensa n
wenarms the model locus into the actual locus. First. let us m.,~ culsa emxcus, n s a vauae
devermine the small number of points we wre looking for in the th fetvns of th acua syu as c 4t eautn

acullcs eapplythinversion algorithmt to the r a2ii tfciuesfaipfsmilnsm
points (M.) selacm;it yields r vectors (ad il... in th ficves oa*W dmelfdesy .

the parmeter space. Then, experiments corresponding to these The step of t expermen design procedure and their
paramete vectors am run on the actual system: that is. the intitllip am shown in Fig.B.
experimenaml conditions ame set as required by the parameter
vectors. This is always feasible because the parameter vectors
determined with the inversion algorithm we constrained to
belong to the set of admissible parameters IMartin 1986]. As dl
shown above, the procedure for choosing the points adi is the
one that allows one to look at the whole locus with the minimun
number of pints: thus, given the contraint that one must look at moe sytx Locus
the whole lous, the minimum number of. experiments are ! M.r
actualy run. The outcome of these experiments will be r
experimental values (aci) il..rin the MOP space (Fig.7). Select Vointo

Eon the oTecs]

Inversion Algo@tt

2 RunKtper imenfts'

1 62 I d 4 in d T : l e a s t -
sqar p0rocedure

Z~ t1

Apply Tof to
1di* t~ ~ Ezerxaen(; 1  paramejt ertO locus

Fig.? Experimental results actual LOCUS

We assurne that the transformtaton T is the composition of
a mranslation miad a linear vansformuon L FigA Steps at the expwiment design provedu=

* Lz * (4)IV. ANl AMR DEFENSE SYSTEM

LA
- UL4~j * -Ii use this secton. a large scale syae UIs eee it will beeI ue as an example to illustrte the SEA methodology and the

experiment design process Tlas illiisoion will be provided b,
where 11 1 represents the euclidian norm Then the trans- A mabtaY Air defense system known as Idmntification Friend
formation we are searching is the one that minimizes the Foe Nesutas (IFFN) designed for the cmanil region of Eurp
following expression (r is the number of experiments) The overall vnision a( the systems is so defend a Specified

airspace hrm an air attackr carried out by enemy aircraft and
Joel #c 2 # - (6) missiles.

With this transforrnauoin T. for each point j. un the model Thi sy"M is shwn an P4.9 it is wmpose of C2 nod~es
locus, the corresponding point in thie actual locus is ilaim bnoe ei of e weaons. thea modes can be %

claessheidC) owdm=ecwm:Fm mng Cwt (IFD),
as Txr)(7) Control Reporting CeiitersfCA) anda d poup cmpoWe%1s ~A&of more specific nodes such as daitabase and highe level I

If

VY N, %



nodes. Their role is to coordinate the weapons shown in Fig.9; bn this model, the gmahas been simptlified. i consists
dhon weapons can be divided into two categories: Surface so Air of a mtright line (FSar Fire Support Cordination Lie)

sepersag the fredyforces fto the anmr th system underMissiles (SAM) such as Hawks and patriots units, and figthter cona nn lies behind the FSCL. ai nsle airrat ameplans such as F-IS and F-16 aircraft. The mission of the saun on lies
systm isto ripl an desroyhostile airorne targets or bdn wrsti iea pe .Thsmdli ersne

otewse deny th nemtyaccess to the defended rce in in Fig. :
ricilar, the enemy aircraft must be stpe befor y ca

Dr tfriendly assets. The system must be selective- - -

enough to niinimuzn lin friends (F- IS and F- 16) or neutrals
such a commnerci wstht wre assumed to be flying in the

10

En% 0 detectlIm unit

fIa Simpllole FFN model
Fig.9 Structure of the actual FF14 system

Ahmko= Ro: mmosomi vume of te system
A~ll~lL R1 simge f the oeniy'sa umfo missiles

NE-3A: NATO airborne early warning sytem this is a high R : d8ume thisde aemean's auPeft from the FSCL
altitude desection aircraft. V p eedofeamy's airraf
51S eca lefosmation System this is a source of inalhgeoe

nfmaon available to basic nodes of the system (CRC or An asroft wil be demeced by a given detecting urut w4
Consol and Reporting Center nodes). egaged by emother wilt (engagig unit): the task of theC-
CRC: Control and Reporting Center. this C2 node is responsible sem ss Ietf correcdl an aircraft And 10 allocat ito a
for the overall coordination of the "~ern given enPgS" unit. lin Irde Wo poct ffienidly assets t
FDC: Fire Directing Center. these C' nodes aresponsible for senmy's isunf -m be sopped bstom they weach R 1. and can
the coordination of a batialmo fire missiles. It is assumed that dhe friiedly aircraft as well as
FU: Faring Unit SN. Battalion BDE: Bingade thertmmml i ,fI - flying anyupednd dinmy duoction in

In tis ompex yste, te mssies tredeiter y a th diapm thatched above 1.b what follows, this simplifiedIg hte o pe ~a s ysuteam, theon Visle frne eihrbya moel Usdeveloped, based on the work cm.le out by Logicon
figher r b a AM uit re eyod ViualRane LoR) i o 191; theoughout the section. the mousanon defined inWeapo": a farings unit does not see the uxgets it is shomn 8at. die RPFN dotmnis IIPN Tens Flo I9M. Laon19116] will

th Tire parameters ane given to this firing unit by ftheC system be used,
on the bass of identification perfuimed by other units cawe

4 - iu-.dTu recv idenui'ication processJusifie the C. PNremo deilwitim
struture that lies ahve the weapons in Fig.9;, it is the

responsibility of Oti C! ! To carry out the effectiveness analysis of this system. one
purmes so firing units. muftidniyth tmn(h variables)

The reevant peramturs ae those dewne in the IFFN
In the next sub-sections. a simplified model of ~'s documanon JIWFN Test plan 1965. ion1961 They are

soqk syte A %mdependent votriehies "ilded in (0.11. o d islyas.s the
pmmwill be:

D. Sipifed model an overi'v-mmnds esifounnbtwe %oe

In the simplified model, the enermy (ores aft assumed so k depends en whether the 513 (Special bInrmon Systm is
consist *f aircraft only; these enemy aircraft seek to enter the , cluded or lot ho the CRC (Comol and Reporting Center).
franE's inscry. they can fir Air to Sinface Missiles (ASM) tha5 fmc is modeled by a vering the am delay requtirvd tw pass
enid Air so Air Mosak&e (AAM, sn order so desuay both 1-ued betwim two modes.
units end airborne units For their defense, the f;riedshve

of lt than m t AAM. and greund wm thast can fe Stufec- amp bas f -to FS tW fde n(2
to Air Missies (SAM) An eny unit will refe to aircraft a fit enweseod to the veiele AC? (Air Camel Procedure), the
fIendly asset will refer so both aircraft and pround firing units, e~ec of verying the AC? is maimed to be the variation of the
for the tteuvrals, a unit will refer to an aircraft (commercial tmgfom asioscrft so PSCL at am of desucuon: the better the
Mudt) A . die Ione dui mape



- quali'ty of identfication (P3)" This ratio measures how far the emagning forces of the friends
am from their lowest acoeptale level as given by I-nf. If the

- level of cenau tia on Of control ( 4 ) frends win the battle, this rato will be gtrer than one; if they
loose, it will be equal to one since they are giving up when their

* quality of target allocation and engagement (P5): level of osses reaches Rf. A similar rato can be defined for the
it cmosponds to the quality of the Q&A IFF devices (Question enemy. Then, w will CW don af the fim MOP of am problem,
and Answer devices for Identification Friend Foe): since Q&A the ratio of t two ira: this raio of ratios will compare the
1FF devices provide local ID information at the weapon level, willingness of the two opponents to keep on fighting. Thus we
the quaity of these components has a direct effect on allocation define

and egagmet performances.

These parameters reflect the experiments that will be
conducted on the IFFN system. Only the five parameters If MOPI > 1, the hosle aircraft fly back because their losses
defined above will be varied when applying the SEA have reached mfwhile n(Tf) c nf. If MOP <l, the friendly
methodology: other parameters describing either the system orthe coo will be fix nti nlss force give up and loose the battle because their Ionae have r

ibeied in this analysis. reached f while m(Tf) < mf [Martin 1986].

D. Measures of performance The second quantity we want to evaluate is the number of

After having defined the parameters, one must specify the neutral aircraft killed by the friendly forces; indeed, since we at
MOPs of interest for the system at hand. These MOPs must interested in evaluating the Mend's system as opposed to the
allow one to make a decision concerning the system: they must enemy's one, we consider only the neutrals shot down by the
ha a clear physical interpretation. Let us denote: friends' air-defense. Thus, we are interested in the number of

neutrls remaining at the end of the battle; the MOP that will
x(t): number of friends at time t measure this performance of the system is:
xo: initial number of friends
y(t): number of enemies at time t MOP2 = z(Tf)/z 0  (12)
YO: intWl number of enemies

*t): number of neutrals at time t The last quantity of interest is the distance of the enemy
so initial number of neutrals frm the FSCL when the battle ends. This is measured by the
n(t): fraction of friendly forces lost at time t fdowi . ratio:
m(t): fraction of enemy forces at time t MOP3 -Rf IR (13)

Wnt (W xW) Is0 . m(t * (yo- Y(t))Y 0  (8)
where Rf is the distance of the remaining enemy's aircraft at the
final time Tf.Quantities xo. yo. z 0 am measured at the initial time: that is the

tme when hostile aircaft enter the detection volume (RO) of the If MOP3 > 1. te enemy aircraft are stopped before they can fiue
system Quantities x(Tf), y(Tf), z(Tf) are measured at the final missiles aimed at friendly assets. If MOP3 < 1. the enemy
ume Tf. The battle stops when either the friendly forces or the arctaft can fire missiles before being stopped. The greater this

ratio is, the better it is for the friendly forces.enemy's have lost a given fraction of thei assets. The fia time- .
Tf is defined by E Mapping from the parmeter spae into the MOP space

(n(t)-cnf and m(t) <f for all st Tf) We can map now the parameter space into the MOP space;the basts of dmts)'m'frlt is ft work completed by Lobicnand (n(f) a nf or mCTf) mf )(9) [Logicon 1986], where about thirty quantities representing the
way the IFFN system performs are defined. Most of thesewitere nf and mf represent the strategy of each side: since the quantites awe conditional probabilities that describe the different

frendly forces are defending their own territory, they are saes of the air defense process. These quantities are catledprobably willing to loose a greater fraction of their forces than MOPs and MOEs in the Logicon documemntation; since they an
dte enemy: nf > mn is very likely to be rue. diffeprt from the MOPs and MOEs we consider for the SEA 4'

meodooy. and since we want sD keep the notation defined by
In order t enable one to evaluate the systen, the MOPs we Logicon, then quantities willU edenoted "Mop" and "Moe" as

will onsder must have a clear physical meaning: as pointed out opposed to MOP" and "MOE' in the SEA methodology. First
above. we want the system to perform a threefold task: deter of all, we ar going to make assumptions about the value of
enemy bm entem$ the friend's iemtory, stop the enemy as far these Mop's and Moe's in terms of the parameters (the
as possible from this tmtory and before he can fire missiles independent variables); then we wiU aggregate the conditional
tmed at friendly assets, and kill as few neural as possible. pobabilities (Mops and Moes) defined in the IFFN documents

{Logicon 1986] in order to determine four basic quantities:
To evaluae ue firstask, we need a quantity indicating probability of engging a friend, a neutral, or a hostile, and the

whether ste Mends win the battle or not; an indicator of the te a between detectio ad engagemet; finally, we will
wilhllPme of he Mends to keep On fighting is h use a Lanhester model (Ekehian 1982, Taylor 1974, Moose

and Wozenc aft 1983] io derive the MOPs (for our problem) in
JtCTfY("C.(l- (n(Tf))/l-nf). (10) trms of the parameters. The process outlined above is presented

in Fig. 11.
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Cwtonal
bilideo bilanea of

Parmers = Ws and Moe's) - :i enpgagem and time - > MOP's
in Urms of the between detection
paameers T ad engagement T

Assumptions Aggregation Loanchester model
FIg. 11: Step in the deternationa of the model

La s no ntroduce briefly a simplified version of the Logiccm Mop3.5 - 0.75 - 0.50P4  (14)
model. The basic states of the air defence process are: Moi3.6 Ag 0.25 + O.5*P4  0 sP 4 sl1 (15)
detection dentification (11)). comparison between different IDS
cominA from different detecting units, conflict resolution.
allocation, and engagement. A conditional probability Is The value of the other conditional pobbiities in terms of
associated to each of these stages. To these six stages the parameters an i in i [Marin~ 1986]. Given the decision
corresponding to physical processes, one must add a ficttious trees that model NeeIFFN process, it is then possible to
step that describes the probability of true identification. The aggregate fte conditional poabilities definied above into three
uatcsof this process am described n grete detail in[ari basic quantities: probability to engage a friend (Moe 7), a neutral
1916' (Moe 8) or an hostile (Moe 9). Each of these n ees is conditioned

on the mae I3D of the aircraft. for example, the ute represented in
Each of the conditiona) probabilities (Moe or Mop) that Fig.12 assumes that the true ID of the aircraft under
ehairzes the basic supgs of the process is then expressed in conideraiont is "Men~id". This tree yields:

terms of the parameters: because of the lack of accurate Me o1Me.~lfd.~~I.~~)A (6
inomtoonly rough estimates ame considered.MC OIM9*~hf)P&)Pef)A (6

For example, the probabilities Mop3.S (probability of with
conflict betweesa the ID of two different sensors) and Mop3.6
(probability of conflict resolution) are assumed to be functions A - (l-P(ih/fd))(l-Mop3.)*Mop3.6 + Mop3.5
of the level of centralization only. The probability of conflict + P~ih/fd).(l-MOP3.5)*Mop3.6
(Mop3:S) must decrease, and the probability of conflict and (P(ihflid) is the probability of identiffing an aircraft as
resolution (Mop 3.6) must increse when the process becomes hostile, given it is a friend and given it has been detected.
more cntralized (P4 - 1 when cenifalization is tota).

Fag a ecisio~reefotriend
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ModS and MOO9 Art computed in a simila Umne. Since Qualitatively, the mission the Sstem has to fulfill is to
thert is a time delay associated with eacd sta of the procss, st deter ey aincrft trat invading friendly territory, without

is lsoposibl Wih fU dcison MS 0 &CIMnt t *ean killing neu~trals, and 10 Prevent enemy aircraft from firingiS aSO pa~iiC Wth he~edecsion~ ~missiles; aimed at friendly assets. In tarm of the MOPS, it meanste apsed between detection and engageinenC (MoelO). that MOPI must be greater than 1. that MOP2 must be as close
The final step to determine the three MOPS is the use of as possible to 1. and that MOP3 must be greater than 1.

the Lanchester eqnuations [Ekchian 1982, Taylor 1974. Moose
and Wouncraft 1983): fimi an initial number of aircraft Of each By defintition, MOP2 is less than 1, MOP3 is less than~emie te fnalnumer i eah ctegry ~f) R01R1. and it can be Shown that MOPI is less than 11(1-nf)type.f) we~) on the iasi ofuth er oailiubcaeor esT (Martin 1936]. The qmtnitive requirements awe assumed to bey(Tf, zTf) onthebad of" prbablites omptedftmthe as follows:decision trees.

In the Lanchester model, it is assumed that all the friends I(I-n) ?. MOMi > MOPI 0 - 1.1 (24)
aft within the weapon range of the enemy. and that all the 1 2: MOP2 2: MOP2rj - 0.8 (25)
neutrals and all the hostiles are within the weapon range of the 1 k..MOP3 z M0P30 - 1.0 (26)friend's units. Since we are interested in the performance of the
indirect ID process, we consider losss in friendly forces to be Relation (24) requires the friend to win the battle with adue to the enemy action, and to error within the friend ID 10% margin inequality (2S) raquires that no fiore than 20% ofprocess; we consider losses in the enemy forces, and neutral neutrals be killed, and relaumo (26) requires the enemy forces toJosses to be due to the friend's fire only. indeed, we are be stopped before they have crossed the line from whichinterested in t performance of the friend's air defense system artnlyJ~ within =S.These Pniuilements; defienonly. The equations are: the MOP1 Space the mission loughw nFg.1.Oesol

dx/d = aax-b~ x-o att-0 forOst~ f 17) note that this mission locus is bounded.

dy/dt - c x Y Wy at t-0 for O stS<Tf (18)miso l cu%da/dt - daxsz ZUZOat two for & t S Tf (19) IiOlcu

WPt2 Nl?3wher "a" is the probability of engaging a friend per unit of time:
thus, (o/j

a w Moe7/MoelO JIMSimilarly. 
WP

c aMoe9moelO and d -MoeB/MoelO

b. the probability for an enemy to kill a friend, is assumed to be NP
exogenous and fixed independently of the parameters. 11£ o 1/- rP a11-
Equations 17, 18 and 19 can be easily integated [Martin 1986]. Fig. 13 Projections of the Mission locusand the final time Tf is given by:

n(Tf) - nf or tf(Tf) - in1  (20) For n1-O.6, and the requirements set up above, if Lm
denotes the mission locus and V(Lm) its volume, one can

We can now compute the three MOPS (MOPI, MOP2, compute
MOP3) of the system for each point (PI -P2. P3 , P4 , P5) in the
parameer space: V(Lm) - 0.28 (27)

MOPI - Ix(TfY(x 0o (-nf))]/Ly(Tf)I(y 0*(l-inf))] (21)
MO1 2 -z(Tf)1zo (22) B. System Locus

MOM3 (MopI .2 - V*Tf)/R 1  (23) To reyresent the system locus, we will consider a family of
partial loci: for each Of these partial loci, parameters P1 and P2(MopI .2 is the range from aircrat to FSCL at time of detection). will be held constant, and parameters P3. p4 . p5 will be varied.

V. APPLICATION OF SEA AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN' If P1 is held Consant it mean that the time delay to pass
informattion from one node of the System to another is keptThe results of the System Effectiveness Analysis consant. Similarly. if P2 is held constant, it means that the Airmethodology applied to the mathematical model developed in Coto Procedure is not changed. Then, the entire locus issection IV are presented in this sectonf. considered as a union of partial loci - it allows for a more

A. Mission Locus complete inerpretation of the plots.
We assume the range of parameter variation shown inIn order to evaluate the system at hand vis avis the mssion Tablel1:

it has to petfnm the mission requirements must be expressed in
terms of the MOPS defined for the system.



Table 1: Parameter ranges The purpose of tese two figures is to show the shape of a
typical dice of the system locus, actual and accurate plots will be
shown later. Ome can noe an irreularity that earnponds to
IIMOPIi. that is to the change in the wminmdng condition tme

, -" - Tf): if MOP is less than I the friends give up; if MOP is

______________ _ t -.9 greater than 1, the eaemies give up.

F 2 A& Co01 00066" . In Fig. IS, MOP3 increases if MOPI is greater than land
075if MOPI increases: indeed, the wider the margin by which the

_________,_i _.__ - . - friendly forc we winning. th farther from the tFS.( ine the
' enemy is repulsed; on the other hand, if MOPI is less than 1,

041 0OW.,5UM 030 0. MOP3 increases as MOPI decreuas: indeed, if the friends ame
loosing, the wider the margin by which they are loosing, the

Qo od Q&A W d.VAM 0.75 G.9 smaller the terminating time Tf is; the smaller the terminating
time, the maller the distance rwvekd by the enemy during the
battle is. In this latter cre, since the enemy aircraft are not

These ranges have been chosen to yield realistic values for t w iuivade the friends wiitoy.

the aggregate quantities defined by Logicon [Logicon 19863(the In Fig.14, a vertical (or kinked) line is drawn for each
"Mops and "Moes" considered in section IV). value of P4 , that is for each level of centralization as represented

We wiU consider four partial loci, corresponding to the by P4 (P41 for total centrlization, die greater the value of P4.
maximal and minimal values of PI and P2: the farthr on the left of the diagram the corresponding vertical

lineis, and the smalr MOPI is. It means that the lower the
level of cenalization, the greater MOPl is. that is, die greater

-= Plnax and P2 -2ax - L 1 the chances of winning the battle are; this is the result of a
PI P1lmin and P2 a P2 n= - > Partial Locus #2 trade-off between the accuracy in the ID process and the time
P a Plmin and P2 -=P2min --- Partial Locus #3 needed apfmthe identificton:themie ccurate the lD is,

the longer it takes. It turns out that in the model, the time
P1 'Plaax and P2 =nP2min ->partalLocus 4 incrseinthelDprocessduetoahiberlevelofcentralization

is the most impotant of die two effects (the cond effect being
Before showing pictures of the whole locus, let us set an increaed acuracy). For a given vertical line (that is for

Pl=constAnt, P2 -constant, P3mconstant and consider the set of P4ucoutant), the greater PS, that is the better the Question and

MOP points obtained by varying P4 and P5: this will yield a Answer/ evices ar, the grter MOP2 is: it means that the
-Slice- of the partial m i we will obtain later, and give us insight better the Question and Answer devices, the reat MOP2 is.
into the locus consuaction. a typical "slice" is shown in Fig.-14 and the smaller the number of neutral killed is. These Q&A
and Fig.1S. Fig.14 corresponds to the projection of this slice on devices affect slightly MOPI exap around MOPI-I where the
the plane (MOPl/MOP2), and Fig.15 to the projection on the quality of these devices is very impont: around MOPIu1. the
plane (MOPI/MOP3). battle can be won or lost depending on the quality of the Q&A

IFF devices.

1 For the next plots P will be varied with P4 and P5 : we
will obtain as many slices as the one of Figs.14 and 15 as values
of P3 considered. One should recall that P3 represents the
quality f identification (P3 -1 for perfect ID capabilities).

rjuinn an the ;lane MOP)/MOP2

In Fig.16. Fig.17, and Fig.18 projections on the plane- (MOPIIMOP2) are represented; in Fig.16 the projection of
. A ofey sMplMOPIMOP2 loci #1 and #4 (their projections on the plane

Fig. 34 A slice of the system locus in the plant are die s am) i prsownjieins i.7 hNOPI/MOP2 arm the Im)is shown, while in Fig.17 the,

f p oc2and #3 (their projectios n the plane
pOP me =same) is shown. For these two latter plots,

if all parmeters but P3 are fixed, an increase in P3 yields a
higher MOPI and a hilber MOP2: the better the ID capabilities
of the system the easier it is for the friends to win, and the
amie the number of neutrals killed by the system is.

Partial loci #1 and #4 Correspond to Pl-Plmax, that is the
longest time delay to pus informadion between two nodes of the
system; on the othea hand. partial loci #2 and 03 correspond to

-__ _ _ _ _ _ the shortest time delay to pass information between two nodes.
From these two loci one can check the consistency of the model:
the shorter the time to exchange information between nodes, the

Fig.IS A slice of the system locus in the plane MOPI/MOP3 greater MOPI, and the grear the chanes of winning the battle.



MOP2 I ig. 18 the prjcinof the entire system locus on the
plane MOPI/MO' is shown ; it is oixained by superposing the

ruo petios h plo nets.IOP

Lo - VIn Fig.19, tie projection of the entire locus on the plane
MOPl/MO P3 is shown . The upper parn corresponds to partial
loci 81 and #2, or to the highest qualit of Air Control
Pr ocedure~ (P2 - P~uY the loe pan of i 19 corrsponds
to partial loci 83 and 84 and to a low quality Air Control
Procedure (ACP).The better the AC? , the greater MOP3:

ined wit as. goo AC n an.sc anenmy airaftearly

Fig.and Parrefar "oc it and awa prjete the pane ThePanglePa

MOPP.

L4.

t.0

06. MONi

06 L%.a 0.2 1. 1!1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 14 1.7
0 FIS-19 Entire System Locus projected an Plan MOPIMOP3

am 01 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 IA .7 I.?nonteWaeMP3M

Fig.17 Partial Loci 82 and 3 projected on plane MOPl/Mop2 MOP3/M tion of the entire System locus on plane
X2 is Shown ini Pig.20. The left side of the fIgure

corrsponds to Partial loci 83 and 8400ow quality ACP), whileM0102the right side of the figure corresponds to partial loci 81 and 82
(high quality ACP).

MOP2

osgo

MOCI

0.5 0.3 1.0 1.1 Z 1.3 1.4 .5 1.6 1.? as5

041 ...................... MOP3

Fig. 18~Ft.2 Entire System Locus pmjrojectlaeedp/M n . on plan 1.4Op2

* 9, Been Sy*m LMUS *e-ec-od an plane M P..' .



C. Me==s of Effecveness fo, the Model then, the parameter vectors cowesponding to the j determined
above are

If L.8 designates the system locus and Lm designates the ao w

mit locus, and if V(L) is the volume of 1, then, to compute lI -[ 0.205,0.850,O.990,0.500,0.904 ]
the effectiveness of the mathematical model of the system, one p2 - [0.554 0.8 50 0.990, 0.694, 0.911]
mantevaluate V(L Lm). and V(Lm) or V(L) depending on 123 -[ 0.204.0.950,0.990,0.500,0.900 ]
the MOE one is interested in. El measures how well the system ,4 - [ 0.685. 0.850,0.750,0.846, 0.933 ]
capabilities are used, and E2 measures how well the mission is ja5 - [ 0.521 , 0.851 , 0.821 , 0.652 , 0.750 1
coverd by the system. a6 [ 0.873 ,0.750 ,0.874 , 0.990 , 0.990 )

For the basic operating point considered in this section, we These values were obtained using the algorithm described
in Section MII. As expected, they ar within the admissible range
of variation in the parameter space as defined by Table 1. Table

V(Ls n Lm)- 0.020 and V(L) - 0.068 (28) 2 summarize the physical significance of the parameter vectors
obtained using the inversion algorithm.

ThereforeI
Table 2: Physical significance of the parameter vectors

E l - 0.292, and E2 - 0.071 (29) ---

E2 is very small because of the size of the mission locus which - - iirM:MW N,.

takes into account such unrealistic events as the possibility for i S 4di
the friends of winning the battle without loosing any asset. M I t I
Therefore, the degree of coverage of the mission locus by the --

system locus (E2) is very low. 1:2 Mod= N a maimNo

D. Etperiment Design Mint '1 3 lim

The presentation of the results follows the same format as H g
in section III. oin

Step 1: Determination of the model locus. E its Me&= Me= bemu %,
This step has been completed above. - -- - - - - - - -

A High MWWdm Mm-~ ~ Mm
Step 2: Selection of noints on the model iocu , MOiP3 86 - - - -

As mentioned earlier, we inscribe the model locus in a
parallilepiped, and choose the points of contact between the
model locus and the parallilepiped (or the center of gravity of MOPI and the margin by which the battle is won is
these points). In what follows a row vector a is as follow: strongly linked to the quality of identification (ID): the maximum

MOP is obtained for the maximum quality of ID and the
- [MOPI. MOP2, MOP3] (30) minimum level of centralization, and the minimum MOPI is

obtained for the minimum quality of ID and the highest level of
For the model system locus obtained above and shown in centralization. The fact that an increase in the quality of ID
Figs. 16 to 20, six points of contact are obtained: improves MOP is eny to predict. The greater the level of

centralization, the lower MOPI is: this is the result of a trade-off
zdl -[1.639,0.999,1.203] lid [0-911,0.687,0.867] outlined earlier between the increase in the accuracy of the ID
Ad2 m1.432,0.999,1.081] ad5 [1.00,0.611,0.826) process due to a higher level of centralization, and the increase

in the time needed to perform this ID also due to a higher level '
d3 - 1.639, 0.999, 1.403] Ad6 -[ 1.028, 0.987, 0.610] of cenualization: it turns out that the second of the two effects is

the most important one, thus reducing MOP1. One should also
The six vectors obtained above represent the entire system note that MOP depends on the time delay to pass information

locus as opposed to any of its region. The three first vectors between nodes: the smaller this time delay, the faster the
correspond to maximum values for the MOPs in the system response of the system, and the greater MOPl is.
locus. The three last vectors correspond to minimum values for
the MOPs in the system locus. MOP2 appears to be linked to the quality of ID and to the

quality of the Q&A IFFN devices which provide local ID
information: the greater the quality of ED and the better the local

Step 3: Inversion alrorithm. ID information, the lower the number of neutrals killed by the
For each of the points ldi determined above, we compute a friendly forces is.

parameter value Ri such that xdi- f(i), where f denotes the
mathematical model of the system. If one notes a parameter MOP3 depends mostly on the Air Control Procedure

vector Ras arow vector (ACP), and on the time delay to pass information between
nodes: the better the ACP and the smaller the time delay to pass

Z-PI ,P 2 ,P 3 ,P 4 ,P 5 ] (31) information, the greater MOP3 is. Indeed with a good ACP,

one is able to detechte enemy far in the detection volume, and
the smaller the time dela to pass information, the faster the
response of the system adt greater MOP3 is.

. .% d,
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Sep 4: Exadmalmr1h. OP2

At this stage, experiments are run at the parameter vector
deteamined at stage 3. Since we cannot run experiment on the
actual system for the purpose of this paper, a mathematical
model which is slightly different from the one introduced earlier
has been used. The pseudo-experimental values obtained by ,__ _

exercising the modified model are
e.1

Ze1 -1.513, 0.999, 1.12 8 1 44 - 0.911. 0.688. 0.868]r
4e2 [ 1.436.0.999, 1.082] ze5 a 10.997, 0.617, 0.830 ]
Ze3 - 1.509, 0.999. 1.372 3 ze6 a [ 1.006, 0.903, 0.565 ] e.ocu

Step 5: Tansformation from the model locus into the actual as

IfIm is a point in the model locus and if La is the MOPI , , . , .OP.

corresponding point in the actual locus, the least square I os LO LIi L2 1. $ .5 IA I.?

procedure presented in section III yields the following
iUnsfonnaon ft.21 AiM OM MOdM Lod i eam Ptmm MOPIMOP2

a T(A) - L m +.Y, (32)
MOP3

where L is a linear transformation (defined by a 3x3 matrix) and MOW locus
.Y a constant translation vector. For the example at hand we have L

L0.007 0.078 1.127 _0.043

Step 6: Construction of the actual locus. as
For each point in the parameter locus we apply A = Tof

where "o" denotes the composition of two functions and where
"f" stands for the mathematical function that maps the parameter os lMo o
locus into the model system locus. MO.s 05 1.0o 1., 1 , . 5 1. ,5 i PI.

*W 0i & 1! l2. IL 14 iL5- lI LS- 1.7

For the example at hand, since the shape of the actual locus
in qualitatively the same as the one of the model locus, only d
comparisons of the two loci will be presented: in the following 

"MW,

plots, the contours of the projections of both the model and the
actual locus are shown; these projections are done on the planes
MOP1/MOP2 (Fig.21), MOPI/MOP3 (Fig.23), MOP2/MOP3 MOP2
(Fig.24).
E. Effectiveness of the Actual System

From the actual locus of the nominal system constructed Actual locus
above, one can evaluate the effectiveness of the system. If Lsa O _

denotes the actual system locus, then, the measures of
effectiveness for the actual system are: 0,1 .

El -0.300 (0.292), E2 - 0.049 (0.071) (34) A
C,? MOW locus

The value of E1 obtained for the actual system is slightly as. l im

greater than the ones obtained for the model. It means that the a.
capabilities of the actual system are better used than one could MOP
have thought by studying the model only. On the other hand, A0.5050.7 oS o .0 1., ,.5. .41.5

the value of E2 is slightly smaller for the actual system than tt a C.

is for the model: the degree of coverage of the mission is smaller As. AW oW Mds Led! smmd am Plans MOP /MOP2

for the actual system than for the model.

In this section, the methodology developed throughout this
paper has been applied to the IF:N system: the procedure to
evaluate the effectiveness of an actual system has been
demonstrated.

.;
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